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SELF-CONTAINED, INTERMITTENT

POSITIVE AIRWAY PRESSURE SYSTEMS AND METHODS

FOR TREATING SLEEP APNEA, SNORING, AND OTHER

RESPIRATORY DISORDERS

Related Application

This application claims the benefit of U.S.

Provisional Patent Application Serial No. 61/143,371

filed 8 January 2009, and entitled "DEVICES AND METHODS

FOR TREATING RESPIRATORY DISORDERS" which is incorporated

herein by reference.

Field of the Invention

The invention generally relates to respiration aids

to prevent partial or complete airway blockage during

sleep, or other respiratory disorders. The invention also

generally relates to positive airway pressure systems and

methods .

Background of the Invention

During sleep, all muscles, including those of the

upper airway, lose tone and relax. Obstructive Sleep

Apnea (OSA) occurs when tissue blocks the upper airway

during sleep. This will cause a drop in blood oxygen and

a rise in blood carbon dioxide. The brain will sense

these changes, and awaken the person enough to restore

muscle tone to the structures of the upper airway, and

the airway will reopen.



The severity of OSA is determined by the number of

blockages per hour of sleep, also called the apnea-

hypopnea index (AHI) . These include complete blockages

(apneas) and partial blockages (hypopneas) . The severity

of OSA, as determined by a sleep study, is classified as

follows :

OSA disrupts restorative sleep. Chronic fatigue has

long been recognized as the hallmark of OSA. But more

recently, large clinical studies have shown a strong link

between OSA and stroke and death. This link is

independent of other risk factors for cardiovascular

disease such as hypertension, obesity, high cholesterol,

smoking and diabetes.

Current Therapies

Several- structures can cause blockage of the upper

airway: the tongue, the soft palate, the lateral walls of

the pharynx, the tonsils and the epiglottis. In most

patients, the blockage is caused by a combination of

these anatomical structures.

Many procedures and devices have been used to

stabilize, modify or remove tissue in the airway to treat

OSA. In uvulopalatopharygoplasty (UPPP) , the uvula, part

of the soft palate and the tonsils are removed. The

Repose stitch is used to tie the tongue to the mandible

to prevent its posterior movement. Oral appliances move

the mandible forward (very slightly) to create more space

in the airway.



None of these approaches has achieved much more than

a 50% success rate, with success defined as a 50%

decrease in AHI to a score below 20. The limited success

of these approaches likely stems from the fact that they

don't address all anatomical sources of a blockage.

The most widely used therapy for OSA is Continuous

Positive Airway Pressure, or CPAP. A CPAP system consists

of three parts: an airtight mask fitting in or over the

nose or nose and mouth, an air pressurizing console and a

tube connecting the two. The mask contains one or more

holes. CPAP works by pressurizing the upper airway

throughout the breathing cycle, essentially inflating the

airway to keep it open. CPAP thus maintains a pneumatic

splint throughout the respiratory cycle.

Unlike interventions that treat specific blockages,

CPAP addresses all potential blockage sites. The success

rate in patients exceeds 80%, and its cure rate

(decreasing AHI below 5 ) is close to 50%. The drawback to

CPAP is poor patient compliance. Roughly half of all

patients who try CPAP are unable to sleep with it.

Patients dislike several aspects of CPAP including:

having to wear a mask, being tethered to a pressurizing

console, the noise of the console, traveling with a bulky

device, and a loss of personal space in the bed.

There is good evidence that an effective pneumatic

splint can be achieved within part of the respiratory

cycle by producing a partial blockage in the nose or

mouth, thus slowing the release of air during expiration.

The simplest method, pursing of the lips, has been shown

to open the upper airway and improve breathing in

emphysema patients.

Doshi et al . (US Patent Application 2006/0150978)

describe removable nasal devices that provide

considerably more resistance during exhalation than

during inhalation. Early results with this type of device



are promising, although the results are not as good as

those achieved with CPAP. See , Colrain IM, Turlington S .

The use of a nasal resistance valve to treat sleep

disordered breathing. SLEEP abstract 2008; Rosenthal L ,

Dolan DC , Massie CA , Kram J . A novel expiratory-

pressure device to obstructive sleep apnea. SLEEP

abstract 2008; Massie C , Rosenthal L , Krarn J . Acceptance

and Adherence of a novel device in the treatment of sleep

apnea. SLEEP abstract 2008.

The drawback to the devices described by Doshi is

that increased airway pressure (the "Pneumatic splint")

is only achieved during exhalation: there is no increased

pressure during inhalation. Additionally, the nasal

device described by Doshi cannot be used beneficially by

mouth breathers, or patients who become mouth breathers

when resistance is added to the nasal passages.

Several devices providing a proximal blockage and

covering both the nose and mouth have been described.

Oren (U.S. Patent 5,649,533) describes a mask covering

the nose or nose and mouth which has two valves. The

first valve opens during inhalation, that is when

external pressure exceeds pressure within the mask. The

second valve opens when pressure within the mask exceeds

pressure outside the mask within a certain range, but

which will close when pressure within the mask exceeds

atmospheric pressure by a predetermined amount (as would

be achieved near the end of expiration) . This device thus

relies on complete closure of all valves near the end of

expiration to achieve a pneumatic splint. The drawback to

the system is that it does not allow the patients to

complete expiration before initiating inspiration.

Bibi (U.S. Patent 6,371,112) describes a system that

contains both a mouthpiece and a nasal mask. This fairly

complex system uses an inflatable body within the

mouthpiece to maintain elevated pressure within the



airway throughout the respiratory cycle. The drawback to

the system is the requirement for a sizable device within

the mouth .

Summary of the Invention

One aspect of the invention provides systems and

methods to aid respiration of an individual during a

respiratory cycle having an inhalation phase and an

exhalation phase. The systems and methods provide an air

flow director sized and configured to be worn in or over

the nose of the individual in communication with an upper

airway. The systems and methods provide an airflow

regulation assembly sized and configured to be worn in

its entirety by the individual in communication with the

air flow director. The airflow regulation assembly

includes a source of positive pressure. The systems and

methods operate the airflow regulation assembly in a

first mode to regulate the supply of air to the air flow

director during the inhalation phase of the respiratory

cycle. The systems and methods operate the airflow

regulation assembly in a second mode to regulate the

exhaust of air from the air flow director during the

exhalation phase of the respiratory cycle. The systems

and methods intermittently operate the source of positive

pressure to increase positive air pressure in the air

flow director sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the

upper airway during only a portion of the respiratory

cycle less than the entire respiratory cycle.

The source of positive pressure can comprise, e.g.,

a turbine, a blower, and/or an air reservoir.

In one illustrative embodiment, the airflow director

comprises a mask that fits over the nose or nose and

mouth, and which may have portions within the nostrils.

The source of pressurized air in the airflow regulation

assembly provides increased air pressure within the mask

and upper airway sufficient to resist tissue collapse in



the upper airway during at least a portion of exhalation

and/or inhalation without a separate pressurizing

console. Airflow may also be restricted upon exhalation

by one or more exhaust holes with limited cross- sectional

area or turbines through which exhaled air may pass, to

increase pressure in mask and inflate the upper airway

during exhalation.

In another representative embodiment, as the air

moves through the turbine, the turbine can serve to store

energy. At the completion of exhalation (or at some point

before or after the completion of exhalation) , the

turbine or a blower can draw upon this stored energy to

blow positive air pressure into the mask. This may occur

throughout inhalation, or during a portion of inhalation,

or prior to the start of inhalation. Alternatively, some

or all of the energy required to blow positive air

pressure into the mask during inhalation can be provided

by an energy source that is not replenished by the energy

created by exhalation. The energy may be provided by a

battery which is recharged daily, or a disposable battery

or batteries, or a capacitor. The battery is desirably

part of the airflow regulation assembly.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Figs. IA to ID are perspective views of illustrative

embodiments of a self-contained, intermittent positive

airway pressure system for treating sleep apnea, snoring,

and other respiratory disorders.

Figs. 2A and 2B are perspective views of another

illustrative embodiment of a self-contained, intermittent

positive airway pressure system for treating sleep apnea,

snoring, and other respiratory disorders.

Fig. 3 is a general schematic view of a self-

contained, intermittent positive airway pressure system

shown in Figs. IA to ID or Fig. 2A and 2B.

Figs. 4A and 4B are schematic views a self-



contained, intermittent positive airway pressure system

as shown in Figs. IA to ID or Fig. 2A and 2B, which

includes a positive pressure source comprising a turbine

34, Fig. 4A showing the system during inhalation and Fig.

4B showing the system during exhalation.

Fig. 5 is a perspective view of an illustrative

embodiment of a turbine that can be used in the system

shown in Figs . 4A and 4B .

Figs. 6A and 6B are schematic views a self-

contained, intermittent positive airway pressure system

as shown in Figs. IA to ID or Fig. 2A and 2B, which

includes a positive pressure source comprising a blower,

Fig. 6A showing the system during inhalation and Fig. 6B

showing the system during exhalation.

Figs. 7A to 7C are perspective views of illustrative

embodiments of a blower that can be used in the system

shown in Figs . 6A and 6B .

Figs. 8A and 8B are schematic views a self-

contained, intermittent positive airway pressure system

as shown in Figs. IA to ID or Fig. 2A and 2B, which

includes a positive pressure source comprising a pre-

charged air reservoir, Fig. 8A showing the system during

inhalation and Fig. 8B showing the system during

exhalation.

Figs. 9A and 9B are schematic views a self-

contained, intermittent positive airway pressure system

as shown in Figs. IA to ID or Fig. 2A and 2B, which

includes a positive pressure source comprising an air

reservoir charged by a blower, Fig. 9A showing the system

during inhalation and Fig. 9B showing the system during

exhalation.

Figs. 1OA and 1OB are perspective views showing

representative embodiments of a mask that can be

incorporated into a self-contained, intermittent positive

airway pressure system as shown in Figs. IA to ID or Fig.



2A and 2B, the mask having airflow resistance ports that

resist the passage of air during exhalation.

Fig. 11 is a perspective view of a representative

embodiment of a mask that can be incorporated into a

self-contained, intermittent positive airway pressure

system as shown in Figs. IA to ID or Fig. 2A and 2B, the

mask having exhalation resistance flaps that resist the

passage of air during exhalation.

Fig. 12 is a schematic view of a self-contained,

intermittent positive airway pressure system as shown in

Figs. IA to ID or Fig. 2A and 2B, showing the operation

of the airflow regulation assembly that the system

incorporates during the inhalation and exhalation phases

of a respiratory cycle.

Figs. 13A to 13D are schematic views showing

representative self-contained, intermittent positive

airway pressure systems as shown in Figs. 4A/B, 6A/6B,

8A/8B, and 9A/9B, and further showing candidate locations

for sensors to aid in the functionality of the systems.

Figs. 14A and 14B are perspective views showing

representative embodiments of a mask that can be

incorporated into a self-contained, intermittent positive

airway pressure system as shown in Figs. IA to ID or Fig.

2A and 2B, the mask having an integrated source of

positive pressure comprising a turbine 34 or blower 36,

as well as exhalation resistance ports.

Figs. 15A and 15B are schematic views a self-

contained, intermittent positive airway pressure system

as shown in Figs. IA to ID or Fig. 2A and 2B, which

includes a positive pressure source comprising a turbine

34 (or a blower 36) and dual purpose valve A/B, Fig. 15A

showing the system during inhalation and Fig. 15B showing

the system during exhalation.

Description of the Preferred Embodiments

Although the disclosure hereof is detailed and exact



to enable those skilled in the art to practice the

invention, the physical embodiments herein disclosed

merely exemplify the invention, which may be embodied in

other specific structures. While the preferred embodiment

has been described, the details may be changed without

departing from the invention, which is defined by the

claims .

I. Overview

Figs. IA to ID and 2A/B show representative

embodiments of a self-contained, intermittent positive

airway pressure system 10 for treating sleep apnea,

snoring, and other respiratory disorders. The system 10

is sized and configured to be worn by an individual

during sleep, in communication with the individual's

airway, as, e.g., Fig. IB and Fig. 2B shows. In use, the

system 10 functions to maintain desired positive air

pressure conditions in the upper airway during the

respiration cycle. The desired positive air pressure

conditions are sufficient to resist the collapse of

tissue along the airway during sleep, thereby maintaining

an open airway that does not block or interfere with

airflow to and from the lungs.

The system 10 is "self-contained," meaning that it

need not be coupled or "tethered" to an external source

of positive air pressure. As will be described in greater

detail later, a source of air positive pressure is

carried on-board the system 10.

The system 10 is "intermittent," meaning that it

supplies positive air pressure to the airway sufficient

to resist tissue collapse in the upper airway in a manner

that is not continuous. The system 10 supplies positive

air pressure to selectively resist collapse of the airway

only during a portion of the respiratory cycle. In

representative embodiments that will be described in

greater detail later, the system 10 supplies positive air



pressure sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the

upper airway only at desired times before and/or during

the inhalation phase of the respiratory cycle. At other

times, the system 10 does not supply positive air

pressure sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the

upper airway. During the exhalation phase, however, the

system 10 can also serve to resist the passage of exhaled

air, thereby increasing airway pressure during

exhalation, just as increased positive pressure is

actively provided sufficient to resist tissue collapse in

the upper airway before and during at least a portion of

the inhalation phase.

The "intermittent" aspect of the system 10

complements the "self-contained" aspect of the system 10.

There is a significant energy requirement for actively

providing positive pressurized air throughout the

respiratory cycle for the duration of a normal sleep

cycle, e.g., eight hours. Further, the noise created by a

mechanized positive pressure source carried by an

individual during sleep should desirably be much less

than the noise created by blowers in traditional CPAP

consoles, which are both farther from the patient's ears

and (being placed within the CPAP console) insulated for

sound. The intermittent supply of positive pressure

sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the upper airway

makes possible, e.g., a reduction in the overall energy

requirements of the system 10 and an overall reduction of

noise generated during operation of the system 10.

A . The Airflow Director

As shown in Figs. IA to ID, the system 10 comprises

an airflow director 12 sized and configured to be worn in

or over the nose of the individual in communication with

an upper airway. The airflow director 12 can comprise a

mask that is sized and configured to form an airtight

seal over the nose (Figs. IA and IB) , or in the nasal



nares (Fig. 1C) , or over the nose and mouth (Fig. ID) .

The mask 12, when properly fitted to an individual,

communicates with the upper airway of the individual .

B . The Airflow Regulation Assembly

The system 10 further comprises an airflow

regulation assembly 14 communicating with the mask 12. In

a first mode, the airflow regulation assembly 14

regulates the supply of air to the mask 12 in

synchronization with the native inhalation phase of the

respiratory cycle. In a second mode, the airflow

regulation assembly 14 regulates the exhaust of air from

the mask 12 in synchronization with the native exhalation

phase of the respiratory cycle. Intermittently, the

airflow regulation assembly 14 increases positive air

pressure within the mask 12 and the upper airway

sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the upper airway

only during a portion of the respiratory cycle. The

positive air pressure affirmatively prevents or resists

the collapse of tissue in the upper airway that, in the

absence of the positive air pressure, could occur to

block or otherwise obstruct airflow to and from the

lungs .

The airflow regulation assembly 14 is desirably

sized and configured appropriately for comfortable weight

positioning and distribution when worn by an individual.

Comfortable weight positioning and distribution can be

achieved, e.g., by keeping the weight of the airflow

regulation assembly 14 close to the head and on the

surfaces of the head that do not typically contact the

pillow or bed, one such region being the top of the head

(as Figs. IA to ID show), or by placing some or all of

the components inside a neck collar that is comfortable

and could provide sound dampening (as Figs. 2A and 2B

show) . As shown in Figs. 2A and 2B, the collar can take a

form similar to that of a travel neck pillow.



1. The Airflow Manifold
The airflow regulation assembly 14 can be variously-

constructed. In a representative embodiment, the airflow

regulation assembly 14 comprises a housing defining an

airflow manifold 16 with one or more airflow channels

communicating with the mask 12. The manifold housing is

shown in Figs. IA to ID (for wearing on the head) and in

Figs. 2A and 2B (carried within the pillow) . The manifold

housing is also shown schematically in Fig. 3 . The

manifold housing can be constructed, e.g., from molded

plastic or metal, and be coupled to the mask 12 via

flexible tubing 64, as Figs. IA to ID and 2A/B show.

2 . The Mask Inlet and Outlet Valves

As shown schematically in Fig. 3 , the airflow

regulation assembly 14 further includes at least one mask

inlet valve 18 (designated A in the Figures) that

communicates with the airflow manifold 16 . The mask inlet

valve 18 serves to regulate the inflow of air into the

mask 12 through the airflow manifold 16 during an

inhalation phase of the respiratory cycle. The mask inlet

valve 18 is sized and configured for one-way flow

operation, allowing air flow into the mask 12, but

blocking air flow out of the mask 12. The mask inlet

valve 18 comprises a one-way valve that allows air to

flow in when pressure in the mask 12 is less than

pressure outside the mask 12, but which closes when

internal pressure exceeds external pressure.

The airflow regulation assembly 14 also includes at

least one mask outlet valve 20 (designated C in the

Figures) . The mask outlet valve 20 serves to regulate the

outflow of air from the mask 12 through the airflow

manifold 16 during an exhalation phase of the respiratory

cycle. The mask outlet valve 20 is sized and configured

for one-way flow operation, allowing air flow out of the

mask 12, but blocking air flow into the mask 12. The mask



outlet valve 20 comprises a one-way valve that allows air

to flow out when pressure in the mask 12 is greater than

pressure outside the mask 12, but which closes when

internal pressure is less than external pressure.

The mask inlet valve 18 and the mask outlet valve 20

can each comprise, e.g., a one way mechanical check

valve, such as a ball check valve, a swing check valve, a

butterfly check valve, a clapper valve, a duckbill valve,

a dual check valve, or a lift check valve. The valve can

also be a diaphragm valve or any other equivalent self-

closing, one-way valve. Alternatively, or in combination,

the mask inlet valve 18 and the mask outlet valve 20 can

each comprise a low-power electrically or pneumatically-

actuated valve.

In the case o'f a nose mask 12 (e.g., as Figs. IA,

IB, ID, 2A, and 2B show) , the nose mask 12 includes an

additional one-way valve 22 directly between the nose

mask 12 and the ambient air (i.e. not through the

manifold 16) . This additional one-way valve 22 opens to

allow ambient air inflow whenever the pressure in the

mask 12 falls below ambient air pressure. If pressure in

the mask 12 exceeds ambient air pressure (e.g. during

exhalation or during inhalation when the airflow

regulation assembly 14 increases positive air pressure

within the mask 12 and the upper airway during a portion

of the respiratory cycle) the additional one-way valve 22

closes. The additional one-way valve 22 can comprise,

e.g., a one way mechanical check valve, a diaphragm

valve, or any other equivalent self-closing, one-way

valve.

3. The Ambient Air Inlet and Outlet Valve

In a representative embodiment, the airflow

regulation assembly 14 further comprises at least one

ambient air inlet valve 24 (designated D in the Figures)

that communicates with the airflow manifold 16. The



ambient air inlet valve 24 serves to regulate the inflow

of fresh ambient air through the manifold 16 into the

mask 12 (and thus into the upper airway) in concert with

the mask inlet valve 18 during an inhalation phase of the

respiratory cycle. The ambient air inlet valve 24 is

sized and configured for one-way flow operation, allowing

air flow in from the ambient atmosphere into the mask 12,

but blocking air flow from the mask 12 out to the ambient

atmosphere. The ambient air inlet valve 24 can comprise a

one-way valve that allows air to flow in when pressure in

the manifold 16 is less than pressure outside the

manifold 16, but which closes when internal pressure

exceeds external pressure.

The airflow regulation assembly 14 also includes at

least one ambient air outlet valve 26 (designed B -in the

Figures) that communicates with the airflow manifold 16.

The ambient air outlet valve 26 serves to regulate the

outflow of spent air through the airflow manifold 16 from

the mask 12 (i.e., from the upper airway) to the ambient

atmosphere in concert with the mask outlet valve 20

during -an exhalation phase of the respiratory cycle. The

ambient air outlet valve 26 is sized and configured for

one-way flow operation, allowing air flow in out to the

ambient atmosphere, but blocking air flow in from the

ambient atmosphere. The ambient air outlet valve 26 can

comprise a one-way valve that allows air to flow out when

pressure in the manifold 16 is greater than pressure

outside the manifold 16, but which closes when internal

pressure is less than external pressure.

Like the mask inlet and outlet valves 18 and 20, the

ambient air inlet valve 24 and the ambient air outlet

valve 26 can each comprise, e.g., a one way mechanical

check valve, such as a ball check valve, a swing check

valve, a butterfly check valve, a clapper valve, a

duckbill valve, a dual check valve, or a lift check



valve. Like the mask inlet and outlet valves, the ambient

air inlet and outlet valve can also comprise a diaphragm

valve or any other equivalent self-closing, one-way-

valve. Alternatively, or in combination, the ambient air

inlet valve 24 and the ambient air outlet valve 26 can

each comprise a low-power electrically or pneumatically

actuated valve. For example, the ambient air outlet valve

26 can, alternatively, comprise an electro-mechanically

activated valve, actuated, e.g., by an electrical

solenoid 28, as shown in Fig. 3 . In this arrangement, the

ambient air outlet valve 26 is electrically closed by an

airflow regulation controller 30 when the airflow

regulation assembly 14 increases positive air pressure

within the mask 12 and the upper airway during a portion

of the respiratory cycle, as will be described in greater

detail later.

4. The Source of Positive Pressure

The airflow regulation assembly 14 further comprises

a source of positive pressure 32 communicating with the

airflow manifold 16. In the representative embodiment,

the source of positive pressure 32 is physically carried

within the manifold 16. The mask inlet valve 18

(designated A ) and the ambient air inlet valve 24

(designated D ) communicate with the source of positive

pressure 32. The source of positive pressure 32 can be

selectively activated to supply positive pressure in an

intermittent manner during a portion of the respiratory

cycle to augment the pressure of ambient air in the upper

airway sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the upper

airway.

The source of positive pressure 32 can comprise,

e.g., a powered turbine 34 (see Figs 4A/B) , or a powered

blower 36 (see Figs. 6A/B) , or an air pressure reservoir

or bladder 38 (see Figs. 8A/B) , or combinations thereof

(see Figs. 9A/B) .



a . Powered Turbine

As Fig. 4A shows, a powered turbine 34 in the

manifold 16 communicating with the mask inlet valve 18

and ambient air inlet valve 24 can serve to

intermittently supply positive air pressure before and/or

during an inhalation phase to increase the air pressure

in the upper airway sufficient to resist tissue collapse

in the upper airway, thereby preventing or resisting

tissue collapse.

As Figs. 4B also show, a turbine 34 in the manifold

16 in communication with the mask outlet valve 20

(designated C ) also provides the added capability of

rotating in response to the passage of air during the act

of exhaling, and thereby mechanically resisting the

passage of air during exhalation. The resistance of the

turbine 34 increases air pressure in the upper airway

during exhalation, in the same way pursing one's lips

increases upper airway pressure during exhalation.

When coupled to a generator 40 (see Fig. 4B and Fig.

5 ) , the spinning turbine 34 can also serve to generate

energy for storage and later use by the turbine 34 (see

Fig. 4A) (or by a separate blower 36) to generate

positive air pressure for application during an

inhalation phase.

More particularly, power can be created by a turbine

34 during an exhalation phase and stored in a battery,

capacitor, or similar storage element 42 (shown in Figs.

4A/B) .

Power generated by a turbine 34 can be expressed by

the equation: P = 0.5 p A v3 where :

P is Power.

p (rho) is the density of the air.

A is the area of the turbine 34 .

v is the velocity of the air.

Additionally, when calculating for a generator: P =



0.5 p A v3 Cp Ng Nb where :

Cp is the coefficient of power.

Ng is the generator efficiency.

Nb is the bearing/gear efficiency.

The source of positive pressure 32 can incorporate

several possible turbine designs. For example, the source

of positive pressure 32 can include a turbine 34 that

always spins the same direction to maintain momentum (see

Fig. 4A) . As another example, the source of positive

pressure 32 can include a turbine 34 that reverses

direction upon inhalation (Fig. 4A) and exhalation (Fig.

4B) . As another example, the source of positive pressure

32 can include a series or array of multiple smaller

turbines 34 which act in the aggregate. Turbine blade

design encompasses many shapes to provide optimal

aerodynamics. These shapes are known to those of ordinary

skill in the art.

b . Powered Blower

As shown in Figs. 6A/B, as another example, the

source of positive pressure 32 can include a powered

blower 36 in the manifold 16 communicating with the mask

inlet valve 18 (designated A ) and ambient air inlet valve

24 (designated D ) . A s used in this application, a

"blower" differs from a "turbine" in that a blower 36

will not rotate in response to the passage of exhaled

air. A blower 36 requires power to rotate.

In one embodiment, the blower 36 can run

continuously at a low or idle power, drawing in ambient

air and conveying it into the mask 12 via the mask inlet

valve 18. At idle power, the blower 36 does not increase

pressure sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the

upper airway. At the desired time, the power to the

blower 36 is increased to increase the rotational speed

of the blower 36 to generate the requisite magnitude of

positive air pressure for delivery into the airway



sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the upper airway.

This mode of operation allows the blower 36 to consume

less power (and make less noise) . Alternatively, no power

can be supplied to the blower 36 until the desired time,

at which time full power is supplied to the blower 36 to

generate pressurized air for conveyance into the airway-

sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the upper airway.

Representative mechanical configurations for a

blower 36 are shown in Figs. 7A, 7B, and 7C. The blower

36 can include multiple heads, allowing it to compress

and deliver more air at a lower speed, thereby producing

less noise.

A powered blower 36/turbine 34 can include a noise

cancellation device 44 (see Fig. 6A) to create noise

cancellation waves at specific wavelengths to offset the

noise created by the blower 36/turbine 34. In this

arrangement, the blower 36/turbine 34 and the noise

cancellation device 44 are synchronized such that the

noise cancellation device 44 provides canceling waves

specific to the wavelength of the noise created by the

blower 36/turbine 34 at a given speed. As the blower

36/turbine 34 increased or decreased speed, the noise

cancellation device 44 would provide different frequency

outputs. By synchronizing the two, the noise canceling

function would not have to first "hear" the noise before

it determined the optimal wavelength output to offset the

noise .

c . Air Reservoirs

As shown in Figs. 8A/B, as another example, the

source of positive pressure 32 can include one or more

air pressure reservoirs 38 in the manifold 16

communicating with mask inlet valve 18. In this

arrangement, the airflow regulation assembly 14 includes

at least one electrically actuated valve 46 that opens to

release the stored air pressure to the mask 12 (and upper



airway) sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the upper

airway at the desired time.

In the embodiment shown in Figs. 8A/B, the air

pressure reservoir (s) 38 are charged outside of the

airflow regulation assembly 14 prior to sleep and

inserted into the airflow regulation assembly 14 at the

beginning of the sleep cycle .

In another embodiment shown in Figs. 9A/B, the

airflow regulation assembly 14 includes an air charging

blower 48 in the manifold 16 that communicates with the

air pressure reservoirs 38. The air charging blower 48 is

operated at a low speed (e.g., by an on-board battery)

sufficient to maintain the air reservoir (s) in a charged

condition for use. A series of reservoirs 38, as few as

two but as many as ten or more could be used, with one

reservoir 38 being used to supply the positive pressure

during a portion of the respiratory cycle, and the others

38 being simultaneously recharged by the charge blower 48

continuously for use during the next respiratory cycle.

d . Energy Sources

As Fig. generally shows, the source of energy 50

for an intermittently powered turbine 34 or

intermittently powered blower 36, and/or the electrically

actuated valves can be provided by, e.g., a rechargeable

battery or capacitor that is periodically charged prior

to use by a power cord or battery charging unit 52

coupled to an AC power source (also shown for purposes of

illustration in Figs. IA and 2A) ; or a disposable battery

or batteries that are periodically replaced. Regardless,

the batteries or capacitor are sized and configured to be

carried on-board the airflow regulation assembly 14, as

Fig. 3 generally shows.

Alternatively, or in combination, some or all of the

energy required to operate an intermittently powered

turbine 34 or intermittently powered blower 36, and/or



electrically actuated valves can be provided by an energy

source 42 that is replenished or charged by a charging

element carried on-board the airflow regulation assembly

14 by the energy created by the native act of exhalation.

For example , as shown in Figs . 4B and 5, and as

previously described, a turbine 34 coupled to a generator

40 carried by the airflow regulation assembly 14 can

generate electrical energy in response to passage of air

during exhalation. This energy is transferred to a

battery, capacitor, or equivalent energy storage element

42 carried on-board the airflow regulation assembly 14

(shown in Fig. 4B) , to subsequently power the turbine 34

or an intermittently powered blower 36, and/or

electrically actuated valves when the supply of positive

air pressure is required.

The above-described embodiments make possible a

cordless, fully wearable, self-contained system 10 (as

Figs. lA/B and 2A/B show), one in which, during the sleep

cycle, the individual is not tethered to anything

external of the body. In an alternative embodiment, the

energy source carried on-board the airflow regulation

assembly 14 can include a small, flexible lightweight AC

cord that magnetically connects to the airflow regulation

assembly 14, charging the power sources and providing

power for use at the beginning of the sleep cycle. Upon

charging, the magnetic connect disconnects for fully

tetherless use for the remainder of the sleeping cycle.

The minimal power cord allows for a smaller battery and

weight .

5 . Exhalation Resistance

As Figs. 4B, 10A/B, and 11 show, the airflow

regulation assembly 14 can also comprise various means 54

for restricting airflow during exhalation from within the

mask 12 to outside of the mask 12.

The means 54 for restricting airflow during



exhalation can comprise, e.g., one or more exhaust holes

56 communicating with the ambient air outlet valve 26

with limited cross-sectional area (see Figs. 10A/B) . The

exhalation resistance exhaust holes 56 desirably include

adjustable cross-sectional areas (e.g., in the form of

rotational port arrays shown in Figs. 10A/B) , so that a

user or healthcare professional can adjust these.

Alternatively, or in combination, as described

above, the means 54 for restricting airflow can comprise

one or more turbines 34 (see Figs. 4B) or other means in

the manifold 16 communicating with the ambient air outlet

valve 26 (designated B ) that create airflow resistance

within the manifold 16. Reliance on resistance created by

the means 54 during forced exhalation to create increased

pressure in the upper airway during some or all of

expiration makes possible the use of a source of positive

pressure 32 that does not have to be on continuously. The

source of positive pressure 32 need only be operated to

provide positive pressure sufficient to resist tissue

collapse in the upper airway during a portion of the

respiratory cycle.

As also described above, a turbine 34 (see Fig. 4B)

can itself also serve to generate for storage energy in

the form of mechanical, chemical or electrical energy. At

the completion of exhalation (or at some point before or

after the completion of exhalation) , the turbine 34 or a

blower 36 can use the stored energy (with or without

other stored energy in the device, such as a battery) to

blow fresh air into the mask 12 (as shown in Fig. 4A)

sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the upper airway.

This may occur throughout inhalation, or during a portion

of inhalation, or prior to the start of inhalation. In

this way, the airflow regulation assembly- 14 provides

both increased airway pressure during exhalation as well

as increased pressure before or during at least a portion



of inhalation sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the

uppe r airway .

As Figs. 14A and 14B show, the mask 12 can carry an

integrated turbine 34 or blower 36, with communication

vents for inhalation and exhalation. Such a mask 12 could

be made to fit over the nose and mouth, or just the nose

of the user. The flow channels and valves of the airflow

regulation assembly 14 shown schematically in Figs. 4A/B

(turbine 34) or Figs. 6A/B (blower 36) may likewise be

fully or partially integrated into the mask 12, to

function during inhalation and exhalation in the manner

previously described. For example, upon inhalation by the

user, mask inlet valve 18 (A) is opened by the low

pressure created by the user. Subsequently, ambient air

outlet valve 26 B and mask outlet valve 20 (C) are pulled

closed by the lower pressure. Ambient air inlet valve 24

(D) opens from the lower pressure to allow fresh air in

from the atmosphere. At a predetermined or calculated

time (calculated by detection of change in pressure,

turbine speed, or valve position) , the power assisted

turbine 34/blower 36 sequence is initiated to provide

additional pressure before and/or during inhalation,

sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the upper airway.

Upon initiation of exhalation by the user, mask outlet

valve 20 (C) is opened by the high pressure created by

the user. Mask inlet valve 18 (A) and ambient air inlet

valve 24 (D) are closed by the higher pressure. Air exits

the user's mask 12 through the mask outlet valve 20 (C) .

When a turbine 34 is present (as in Figs. 4A/B) , the mask

outlet valve 20 (C) can direct the exhaled air into the

turbine 34. The turbine 34 provides resistance to the

user's exhalation. Resistance exhaust ports 56 can also

be present in the mask 12, as shown in Figs. 14A/B, to

augment the resistance of the turbine 34. The exhalation

resistance aids in keeping the user's airway open during



expiration due to the increased air pressure. Expired air

escapes to atmosphere after passing through the turbine

34/blower 36 through ambient air outlet valve 26 (B) .

During this phase the turbine 34 may also be used to

collect and store energy provided by the user. The

turbine 34 may rotate in one direction during inhalation

and in an opposite direction during exhalation (as shown

by opposite rotational arrows Fig. 4A to Fig. 4B) .

In another embodiment (see Fig. 11) , the means 54

for restricting airflow can comprise, by itself or in

combination with exhaust holes 56 with limited area, a

flap 58 around the outer edge of the mask 12. The flap 58

is sized and configured to lift off the user's face and

create an opening between the mask 12 and skin through

which air can escape in a controlled manner. Upon

inhalation, the flap 58 is held tight to the face, to not

provide a channel for air exchange. Upon exhalation, the

flap 58 opens. An additional benefit to this design is

the cycling on and off of the contact between the mask 12

and the user's skin. This reduces the amount of

irritation and sores created by the mask 12 on the face.

6. Representative Operation

Fig. 12 shows the coordinated operation of the

manifold 16, the pressure source 32, and the valve

components (A to D ) of a representative airflow

regulation assembly 14 during inhalation and expiration

phases of the respiratory cycle. In Fig. 12, the mask

inlet valve 18 (A) , the mask outlet valve 20 (C) , the

ambient air inlet valve 24 (D) , and the ambient air

outlet valve 26 (B) each comprises a mechanical one way

check valve that opens and closes in predetermined one

way flow directions, as above described, in response to

pressure differentials across the respective valve.

During a typical inhalation phase (i.e., during the

first mode of operation) , the pressure differential



generated across the mask inlet valve 18 in the mask 12

by the act of inhalation will open the mask inlet valve

18 (A) . The pressure differential generated across the

ambient air inlet valve 24 by the act of inhalation will

also open ambient air inlet valve (D) . Conversely, the

same pressure differentials will close the mask outlet

valve 20 (C) and the ambient air outlet valve 26 (B) .

Ambient air is supplied via the opened ambient air inlet

valve 24 (D) and mask inlet valve 18 (A) into the mask 12

and, from there, into the upper airway.

During a typical exhalation phase (i.e., during the

second mode of operation) , the pressure differential

generated across the mask outlet in the mask 12 by the

act of exhalation will open the mask outlet valve 20 (C) .

The pressure differential generated across the ambient

air outlet valve 26 by the act of exhalation will also

open ambient air outlet valve 26 (B) . Conversely, the

same pressure differentials will close the mask inlet

valve 18 (A) and the ambient air inlet valve 24 (D) .

Spent air is exhausted from the upper airway via. the

opened ambient air outlet valve 26 (B) and mask outlet

valve 20 (C) from the mask 12 and, from there, into the

ambient atmosphere .

The source of positive pressure 32 can be

intermittently operated to augment the pressure of

ambient air in the upper airway sufficient to resist

tissue collapse in the upper airway. For example, at a

desired time during an inhalation phase, the source of

positive pressure 32 can be activated to increase the

pressure of ambient air in the upper airway sufficient to

resist tissue collapse in the upper airway. The source of

positive pressure 32 is deactivated during the next

successive exhalation cycle. As a result, collapse of

tissue structures within the upper airway are prevented

or resisted during all or a portion of the inhalation



phase. As another example, at a desired time prior to the

initiation of inhalation (e.g., near the end of a

preceding exhalation phase) , the source of positive

pressure 32 can be activated to increase the pressure of

ambient air in the upper airway sufficient to resist

tissue collapse in the upper airway. The source of

positive pressure 32 is deactivated at the beginning of

the next successive exhalation cycle. As a result,

collapse of tissue structures within the upper airway are

prevented or resisted before as well as during the

inhalation phase .

In Figs. 4A/B, 6A/B, 8A/B, and 9A/B, the airflow

regulation assembly 14 further includes, instead of the

one-way valve 22, or in combination with the one-way

valve 22, a vent valve 60 (designated G ) that can be

opened to provide the user with direct access to fresh

ambient air in a path that bypasses the source of

positive pressure 32. For example, the vent valve 60

could serve as a safety valve, to ensure the user can

inhale in the event that the source of positive pressure

32 malfunctions. The vent valve could be independently

controlled, or controlled by a sensor or other electronic

controls, or. could be pressure controlled, i.e. always

open when the pressure inside the mask is less than

atmospheric pressure.

As shown in Figs. 15A and 15B, the mask inlet valve

18 (A) and the ambient air outlet valve 26 (B) can be

combined to comprise a single a dual purpose valve

(designated A/B) . The dual purpose valve (A/B) has only

two positions: (i) mask inlet valve 18 (A) opened and

ambient air outlet valve 26 (B) closed, as shown in Fig.

15A; or (ii) mask inlet valve 18 (A) closed and ambient

air outlet valve 26 (B) opened, as Fig. 15B shows.

Upon inhalation by the user, dual purpose valve

(A/B) switches such that the mask inlet valve 18 (A) is



opened and the ambient air outlet valve 26 (B) is closed,

as shown in Fig. 15A. Simultaneously, the mask outlet

valve 20 (C) is pulled closed by the lower pressure.

Ambient air inlet valve 24 (D) opens from the lower

pressure to allow fresh air in from the atmosphere. At a

predetermined or calculated time (calculated by detection

of change in pressure, turbine 34 speed, or valve

position) , the power assisted turbine 34 or blower 36

sequence is initiated to provide additional pressure

before and/or during inhalation, sufficient to resist

tissue collapse in the upper airway.

'Upon initiation of exhalation by the user, the dual

purpose valve (A/B) switches such that the mask inlet

valve 18 (A) is closed and the ambient air outlet valve

26 (B) is opened, as shown in Fig. 15B. The mask outlet

valve 20 (C) is opened by the high pressure created by

the user. The ambient air inlet valve 24 (D) j.s closed by

the higher pressure. Air exits the user's mask 12 through

the mask outlet valve 20 (C) and into the turbine 34 (if

present) . Now the turbine 34 provides resistance to the

user's expiration, to aid in keeping the user's airway

open during exhalation due to the increased air pressure.

Exhaled air escapes to atmosphere after passing through

the turbine 34 through the ambient air outlet valve 26

(B) . During this phase the turbine 34 may be used to

collect and store energy provided by the user. In this

configuration, the dual purpose valve AB could provide

the optimal place for a sensor, as will be described.

7. Sensors

As Figs. 13A to 13D show, the various embodiments of

the airflow regulation assembly 14 previously described

can include one or more sensors SN communicating with the

components of the airflow regulation assembly 14 to sense

current conditions that relate to the respiratory cycle.

The sensors SN can comprise various mechanical, and/or



chemical, and/or temperature, and/or electrical sensing

devices. Figs. 13A to 13D show candidate positions for

the sensors SN .

Fig. 13A shows candidate positions for sensors SN .in

a turbine 34 configuration like that shown in Figs. 4A/B.

Fig. 13B shows candidate positions for sensors SN in a

blower 36 configuration like that shown in Figs. 6A/B.

Fig. 13C shows candidate positions for sensors SN in an

air reservoir configuration like that shown in Figs.

8A/B. Fig. 13D shows candidate positions for sensors SN in

a blower 36-air reservoir configuration like that shown

in Figs. 9A/B.

The sensors SN can be conditioned to sense various

pressure, flow, and temperature conditions relating to

the respiratory cycle, e.g., change in air pressure at

various locations within the manifold 16 or airflow

velocity at various locations within the manifold 16

(e.g., in Figs. 13A to 13D, S3 and S4); the speed of

rotation of the turbine 34/blower 36 (e.g., in Figs. 13A

to 13D, S5) ; valve conditions (open or closed) e.g., in

Figs. 13A to 13D, Si, S2 , S7, S8, Sn) ; air reservoir

pressure (if present) (e.g., in Figs. 13A to 13D, S i0) ;

generator output ((e.g., in Figs. 13A to 13D, S6) ; amount

of stored energy (e.g., in Figs. 13A to 13D, S9) ; and/or

temperature/humidity/pressure/flow conditions at various

locations within the manifold 16 (e.g., in Figs. 13A to

13D, S3 and S4).

In this arrangement (see Figs. 13A to 13D), the

airflow regulation assembly 14 desirably includes a

controller or processing element 30, such as an on-board

integrated circuit or simple computer. The processing

element 30 desirably includes preprogrammed rules or

algorithms for processing the sensed output (s) of the

sensors and providing commands to the components of the

airflow regulation assembly 14 to optimize their intended



function.

For example , based upon the output of the sensors ,

the processing element 30 can directly determine the drop

of expiration pressure toward the end of the exhalation

phase. The processing element 30 can generate, in

response to this sensed condition, a command that

initiates powering up of the turbine 34/blower 36 (or the

opening of the valve (s) communicating with the air

reservoirs 38) to provide positive pressure to increase

native pressure in the airway sufficient to resist tissue

collapse in the upper airway at or slightly before

initiation of the inspiration phase, thereby proactively

preventing the collapse of the airway. Upon sensing the

rise of expiration pressure toward the beginning of the

exhalation phase, the processing element can, in

response, generate a command that terminates operation of

the turbine 34/blower 36 (or closes the valve (s)

communicating with the air reservoirs 38) . Using the

sensors and processing element, the airflow regulation

assembly 14 provides positive air pressure sufficient to

resist tissue collapse in the upper airway intermittently

during only a portion of the respiratory cycle.

The processing element 30 can also include

preprogrammed rules that predict, based upon the sensed

conditions, the likely onset of tissue collapse that

could lead to an apnea or a hypopnea. For example, sensed

conditions can indicate that an airway blockage has

occurred or is likely to occur. In this arrangement, the

processing element can generate a command that initiates

powering up of the turbine 34/blower 36 to provide

positive pressure to augment ambient pressure in the

airway sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the upper

airway when such conditions occur or are likely to occur.

Even people who are severely affected by sleep apnea

only have apneas or hypopneas in only a small percentage



of respiratory cycles. A person with an AHI of 30

experiences a blockage, on average, once every two

minutes. This is approximately 5% of breathes. The

presence of sensors and the processing element that

detect or predict an oncoming apnea or hypopnea or the

likelihood of an apnea or hypopnea makes possible the

generation of a command that initiates powering up of the

turbine 34/blower 36 (or the opening of the valve (s)

communicating with the air reservoirs 38) to provide

positive pressure to augment native pressure in the

airway sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the upper

airway only when such conditions occur or are deemed

likely to occur. During the other respiratory cycles, air

can enter the mask 12 through the one way valves during

inhalation without activation of the positive pressure

source .

The presence of a processing element 30 with pre-

programmable rules makes possible an airflow regulation

assembly 14 having multiple functioning modes. In one

mode, the airflow regulation assembly 14 provides air

pressure assistance sufficient to resist tissue collapse

in the upper airway on each inhalation. In another mode,

the airflow regulation assembly 14 provides air pressure

assistance sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the

upper airway only when a blockage or narrowing event is

detected or is deemed likely. In another mode, the

airflow regulation assembly 14 provides assistance

sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the upper airway

during some, but not all inhalations, e.g., during every

third inhalation. The presence of a processing element

with pre -programmable rules makes possible an airflow

regulation assembly 14 that can be optimized for the need

of individual users sufficient to resist tissue collapse

in the upper airway.

8 . Condensation and Humidity Regulation



Desirably, condensation and humidity levels are

regulated in the mask 12. Humidity regulation can help

prevent discomfort created by the drying out of the air

passage throughout the night. However, in the moist

interior of the mask 12, liquid will condense on the

plastic and other surfaces which are cooler, and can then

drip or run onto the user causing another sleep

disturbance .

With the regulation of condensation and humidity

levels in the mask 12 in mind, the self-contained,

intermittent positive airway pressure system 10 desirably

comprises materials that function well in moist

environments, and adjust to changing temperature rapidly

to avoid condensation surfaces. The self-contained,

intermittent positive airway pressure system 10 also

desirably comprises a geometry that limits the number of

condensation surfaces and provides designated outflow

channels for the escape of condensed fluids without

disturbing the user. Additionally, the condensed fluids

could be recycled within the system 10 to ensure that the

inhaled air is adequately humid.

Furthermore, airflow regulation assembly 14 can

include a small reservoir 62 (see Fig. 3 ) for water to

provide added humidity throughout the night. This fluid

could be held in a sponge or similar such absorbent

material in the manifold 16. The absorbent material could

gather the exhaled condensation and use it to provide

humidity for the inhaled air.



I/We Claim:

1 . A system to aid respiration of an individual

during a respiratory cycle having an inhalation phase and

an exhalation phase comprising

an air flow director sized and configured to be worn

in or over the nose of the individual in communication

with an upper airway, and

an airflow regulation assembly sized and configured

to be worn in its entirety by the individual in

communication with the air flow director and operative in

a first mode to regulate the supply of air to the air

flow director during the inhalation phase of the

respiratory cycle and in a second mode to regulate the

exhaust of air from the air flow director during the

exhalation phase of the respiratory cycle, the airflow

regulation assembly including a source of positive

pressure and a controller to intermittently operate the

source of positive pressure to' increase positive air

pressure in the air flow director sufficient to resist

tissue collapse in the upper airway during only a portion

of the respiratory cycle less than the entire respiratory

cycle .

2 . A system according to claim 1

wherein the controller includes at least one sensor

communicating with the airflow regulation assembly to

sense at least one condition relating to the respiratory

cycle.

3. A system according to claim 1

wherein the controller includes at least one sensor

communicating with the airflow regulation assembly to

sense at least one condition relating to operation of the

airflow regulatory assembly.

4 . A system according to claim 1

wherein the controller includes at least one sensor

communicating with the airflow regulation assembly to



sense at least one condition relating to the respiratory-

cycle, and

wherein the controller includes a processing element

including preprogrammed rules that predict, based upon at

least one sensed condition, the likely onset of tissue

collapse in the upper airway.

5 . A system according to claim 1

wherein, during at least a portion of the first

mode, the controller operates the source of positive

pressure to increase positive air pressure in the air

flow director sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the

upper airway.

6. A system according to claim 1

wherein, during at least a portion of the second

mode, the controller operates the source of positive

pressure to increase positive air pressure in the air

flow director sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the

uppe r airway .

7 . A system according to claim 1

wherein the source of positive pressure includes a

turbine .

8 . A system according to claim 7

wherein, during at least a portion of the first

mode, the controller operates the turbine to convey

positive air pressure into the air flow director

sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the upper airway.

9 . A system according to claim 7

wherein, during at least a portion of the second

mode, the controller operates the turbine to convey

positive air pressure into the air flow director

sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the upper airway.

10. A system according to claim 7

wherein, during at least a portion of the second

mode, the turbine rotates in response to exhalation

airflow through the turbine to resist exhalation airflow.



11. A system according to claim 10

wherein the turbine includes a generator to generate

energy as the turbine rotates in response to exhalation

airflow.

12 . A system according to claim 11

wherein the airflow regulation assembly includes an

energy storage element coupled to the generator.

13 . A system according to claim 12

wherein, during at least a portion of the first

mode, the controller directs energy from the energy

storage element to operate the turbine to convey positive

air pressure into the air flow director sufficient to

resist tissue collapse in the upper airway.

14. A system according to claim 1

wherein the source of positive pressure includes a

blower.

15. A system according to claim 14

wherein, during at least a portion of the first

mode, the controller operates the blower to convey

positive air pressure into the air flow director

sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the upper airway.

16. A system according to claim 14

wherein, during at least a portion of the second

mode, the controller operates the blower to convey

positive air pressure into the air flow director

sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the upper airway.

17. A system according to claim 14

wherein the airflow regulation assembly includes a

turbine that, during the second mode, rotates in response

to exhalation airflow through the turbine to resist

exhalation airflow.

18. A system according to claim 17

wherein the turbine includes a generator to generate

energy as the turbine rotates in response to exhalation

airflow.



19. A system according to claim 18

wherein the airflow regulation assembly includes an

energy storage element coupled to the generator.

20. A system according to claim 19

wherein, during at least a portion of the first

mode, the controller directs energy from the energy

storage element to operate the blower to convey positive

air pressure into the air flow director sufficient to

resist tissue collapse in the upper airway.

21. A system according to claim 1

wherein the source of positive pressure includes an

reservoir of air subject to a positive pressure.

22. A system according to claim 21

wherein, during at least a portion of the first

mode, the controller opens the reservoir to convey

positive air pressure into the air flow director

sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the upper airway.

23. A system according to claim 21

wherein, during at least a portion of the second

mode, the controller opens the reservoir to convey

positive air pressure into the air flow director

sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the upper airway.

24. A system according to claim 21

wherein the airflow regulation assembly includes a

turbine that, during the second mode, rotates in response

to exhalation airflow through the turbine to resist

exhalation airflow.

25. A system according to claim 21

wherein the reservoir includes a pre-charged air

canister insertable into and out of the airflow

regulation assembly.

26. A system according to claim 21

wherein the reservoir includes a bladder, and

wherein the airflow regulation assembly includes a

blower to charge the bladder with positive air pressure.



27. A system according to claim 1

wherein the airflow regulation assembly includes a

source of power for operating the source of positive

pressure.

28. A system according to claim 27

wherein the source of power comprises a battery.

29. A system according to claim 27

wherein the source of power comprises a rechargeable

energy storage element .

30. A system according to claim 29

wherein the airflow regulation assembly includes a

turbine that, during the second mode, rotates in response

to exhalation airflow through the turbine to resist

exhalation airflow, the turbine including a generator to

generate energy as the turbine rotates in response to

exhalation airflow,

wherein the rechargeable energy storage element is

coupled to the generator, and

wherein the controller directs energy from the

energy storage element to operate the source of positive

pressure to convey positive air pressure into the air

flow director sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the

upper airway.

31. A system according to claim 1

wherein the air flow director includes means for

restricting airflow during exhalation.

32. A system according to claim 31

wherein the means includes an array of exhaled air

ports.

33. A system according to claim 32

wherein the flow area of the exhaled air ports is

adjustable.

34. A system according to claim 31

wherein the means includes a turbine that rotates in

response to exhalation airflow through the turbine to



resist exhalation airflow.

35. A method to aid respiration of an individual

during a respiratory cycle having an inhalation phase and

an exhalation phase comprising

providing an air flow director sized and configured

to be worn in or over the nose of the individual in

communication with an upper airway, and

providing an airflow regulation assembly sized and

configured to be worn in its entirety by the individual

in communication with the air flow director, the airflow

regulation assembly including a source of positive

pressure,

operating the airflow regulation assembly in a first

mode to regulate the supply of air to the air flow

director during the inhalation phase of the respiratory

cycle,

operating the airflow regulation assembly in a

second mode to regulate the exhaust of air from the air

flow director during the exhalation phase of the

respiratory cycle, and

intermittently operating the source of positive

pressure to increase positive air pressure in the air

flow director sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the

upper airway during only a portion of the respiratory

cycle less than the entire respiratory cycle.

36. A method according to claim 35 further

including

providing at least one sensor communicating with the

airflow regulation assembly,

sensing with the sensor at least one condition

relating to the respiratory cycle, and

intermittently operating the source of positive

pressure in response to the at least one sensed

condition.

37 . A method according to claim 35 further



including

providing at least one sensor communicating with the

airflow regulation assembly to sense at least one

condition relating to operation of the airflow regulatory

assembly,

sensing with the sensor at least one condition, and

intermittently operating the source of positive

pressure in response to the at least one sensed

condition.

38. A method according to claim 35

providing at least one sensor communicating with the

airflow regulation assembly,

sensing with the sensor at least one condition

relating to the respiratory cycle, and

intermittently operating the source of positive

pressure in response to the at least one sensed

condition, including predicting, based upon at least one

sensed condition, the likely onset of tissue collapse in

the upper airway.

39. A method according to claim 35

wherein intermittently operating the source of

positive pressure includes operating the source of

positive pressure during at least a portion of the first

mode to increase positive air pressure in the air flow

director sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the

upper airway .

40. A method according to claim 35

wherein intermittently operating the source of

positive pressure includes operating the source of

positive pressure during at least a portion of the second

mode to increase positive air pressure in the air flow

director sufficient to resist tissue collapse in the

upper airway.

41. A system according to claim 35

wherein the source of positive pressure includes a



turbine .

42. A system according to claim 35

wherein the source of positive pressure includes a

blower.

43. A system according to claim 35

wherein the source of positive pressure includes an

air reservoir.
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